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Talk OfFtJ.iqg.lJnfon
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By SARAH SEIDMAN
organize· the fiut. m.e.eti:ng ·
. : ., .1\bou t 20 work-study and '11UU'Iday, said, ••The P.roblem ii .
':..part··ti me student workers that students aJe cloing:hard WQllk
.. · ·. conc:e.med with their low wages and aren't getting paid fnoulilb foi
. . are trying to form an independent 'it." .
·. . .
:atudent Workers Union at UNM.
"We ·ne!'d an oJ~anization that
·. ·Michael-· Hersh,. who hela:ted will protect oua: rilhtl •.. jobl

·
H
·
A.
J
No · ·· em pen ·.-_· po -Qgy.
<>\

aren't ·gift.," they're work and we
&bould be .re11pected u workers,"

.be Pid.

Co-organi~r

.

Geoff Beckett said
that most campu.atudent workeis
would object to the dues required
by Ute nation4111aoor unions, "so
we'd "like to organize an
independ,ent union of our own."

at.!~e s:~~u~~:~ti~:ti::~~:~~~

KNME Director Claude Hempen apparently will not apc)lopze · from working studenta intereated
for remark& be made last week queationing the motives o.f-an ad. . .in organizing for their rights,
hoc committee organir.ed last fall to investieate KNME. · ·
.
. Workers in Zimmerman
-· In an interview with the Albuquerque Joumal, Hempen aaid be
Library' La Posada dining hall, the
:...did not feel an apology was in order. He dis~eteed with a , SUB, Computer~ Center, and
:statement releued Thursday by the committee which asked
almoat every campus building that
hires students, are interested in
Hempen to apologize forremarka made in an interview published in
_the Journal the .day o~. the lrievance bearing in which the · · o.rg.-aizing, the cards showed.
:Resents v.oted to reinstate Hempen.
. .. ••If they. (the union) are going
.,,
In the interview, Hempen aaid his dismiaeal by UNM President
to try to get more money
Ferrel Heady wu the. result of "campus politics.'·'
··
lobbying in the state and national
governments, I'm all for it,"
Referring to committee member Richard Krauae, a former
KNME emplo)'ee who was quoted in a aeries of LOBO articles
George Sandoval. assistant
••
critical of ·KNME,. he said the committee was ''loaded'' with
~~:-edc. t~r ~or the Student Aids office
people who wanted to uget" him.
.
When contacted by the LOBO, Krause uid he was not fired or
.. · · 680 Work..Study .
otherwiae diamiued from KNME.
•
·
The Student Aids office
!
.
He· aaid that when Hempen contacted Heady 'to complain
coordinates the placement of
·'
about Krauae'a motives, Krauae told "'e committee that he would
ua;etween 1800·2400 students
j
reaip if any of the memben felt he could not be objective.
employed alii worker& by the
·'
~e aaid that since none ~f ~e m~mben felt he ah~uld ~~ip,
. u n i venit y ~- 6 8 o of them
1" .;- _..he felt duty bound to continue until die-work w• ftnaahed.
Work-Study students" Sandoval
.'
'rKraue aaid that while he ."ll!l·at KNME '-e 11WIIn 't aware of
aaid. . ·
'
. ;..;~ ~·-~ ·~-~~-·nta ~~In .,.Y_ O!_'~Y -~~~.--.-~-~ .~!at.i~!.o.t.'!. ft,JY ·- .•
''We.. .'~aJ.,._,\he.:yo_ r~·st~~1
··. ·- ~ . . -~'ltiiriance. · ·· ··•· · · .., .. 'f··- .,...,,......,...,. . . _.• • ·-- ... -.~tAtiia'u.~o.:J~CtJJit·ett~tbe•r
-.~
· :, '''lre.iltled to ·puaue docto-ral ~tudie;;"' Kra~" .Ud. . • • . ·
. 1r..U from federal funds and. the
'tf.llhe .excellent recpmmendat1ona and ·national reco11ution I
bieliVidual departmen·t or building
. ·reeeived SUIIelt that my work waa altotether aatiafactory.
pllya the rest (of the .1.90/.hour
·•·'Any implication that I bitterly lought ~eompense for
bale wace) ,. Sandovil said.
The part-time workers are paid
.dillatisfa«:tion with KNME doea not square. ~ith the ..facta,"
KrauaeiBld.
.
· .
.
entirely by their campus
Kra~ read tJ:om a Jetter he .ent to Heady after Rempe~'•
e~ployer.
'•
eomplunt:
·
.
Henh and Beckett, who refuse
uMy fondest hope is that an equitable and reasonable system
to be named as leaden of the
which clearly defines responsibility and accountability (between
1roup because "we weren't
KN~E and UNM) wm 1Je the outgrowth of the commit~'•
(continued on JHJile 2)
work."
·
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By .iOSEPH MONAHAN
Roberto Mondragon, the
opponent of two-term incumbent
Congressman Manuel Lujan, hu
picked: up enough ·support in the
last two weeks to guarantee he
will give Lujan a •erioua
challenge-something Lujan has
yet to experience.
Mondragon is on the run. His
hopes were buoyed by the latest

,:Lujaii·Outlines Economic Stance
.

.

_
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.Mondragon Closer,
But Behind aliowa
ln.~ RD,lla.

'

.
By ldHN RUCKER
.
way for Congress to help in the economic
In a brief speech in the SUB ballroom on
sphere would be to ccmaintain the level of
candtdates' -day, incumbent Congreuman
spending at what·we take in.''
. Manuel , Lujan differed with e.dminfstration
Lujan has been attacked by Mondragon for
economic policies and defended .his voting -his voting tecord when social-welfate billa
~ecord against attacks made by his op]Jonent,
have been presented. Lujan defended his votes
·
.
.
saying, "You'd think I was leaving people to
Roberto Mondragon.
Mondraton ··was unable to · ltteqd . the
bleed to death in the street."
"My opponent has attacked me for voting
·candidates' day debate, as October 14th was
declared ..Mondragon Day'~" in · Santa Fe.
against a bill for emergency medical services. I
Lujan bad taken advantage of the Columbus
objected to one part of the bill, which seemed
Day :receu ·of con~pe• to vilit UNM. . •
designed for a special interest group. When
Having no one to debate, Lujan limited hit
this clause was dropped; 1 reintroduced the
.~emarka to a general outline of his economic
bill myself, and voted for it."
stance, and then answered que.stions from. the
. "When the HEW (Health, Education and
..
.
Welf'are) set its budget, they wanted $28
audience. ·
. "'lbere is no question that inRation is the
billion, and I supported this request. But
number one problem facing the country ,u ~~aid
when they appeared before Congress for tinal
Lujan. 0 1 am against ·the adirl.Jnistratipn and
funding, they asked for $32 billion. and I did
its economic expert., with their emphasis on
not support this. We finally compromised on a
aid to major industries.
.
$90 billion HEW budget."
. uHe (Mondragon) also accuses me of voting
''We have got to start building the eeopon,y
against mass transit, but look at the facts. It's
from the bottom up. This means avoiding
ahorta,e1, .becoming sell suflicient in the 'true that I voted not to fund mass transit out
ener1y .. rield 1 and some form of of the highway fund, but when mass transit
une,tllployment aupport, such as. the • was put into a separate fund, I voted for the
Community Improvement Corpe, whic!h
bill •.,
would· be trlllft8d in any area wheie the
- ln addition to answering questions about
unemptoyment"rate reae!hed 6 per cerit."
his voting record, Lujan also oppo&ed any
·
.effo~ t_g bury atomic waste in New Mexico.
. Supporu Controls
After the question and answer sesaion,
Lujan went into the crowd to meet people
· Lujan also voiced support tor a total wage
and price control system Which would limit
and talk to students. Asked about the recent
the lfOWth of .wqea and prices to three or
pardon of Richard· Nixon, Lujan said, "I don't
lour per cent annually. Lujan stressed the
think he (Ford) should have done it. While I
need for total wage and priee contro1a withotat
don't want to see any former president in jail,
Joopholetotexeeption•.
.
I think Foro's action was very, very
He chided the democratic controlled
premature. He should have let the Watergate
teatimony unfold naturally."
CcJngreu !ot m•.lve spendi·ng, saying tha~ one

poll which
him with 35% af
the vote to Lujana 43%; the
remainder is undecided. Eight
points at fint atance may appear
to be a lot, but for a man who
seemed headed for .. a landslide
defeat just a month a1o~ eight
points is a bleuing.
Mondra1on'a chances are·
bettei, but a win for him is still
doubtful.
·.

At: Rio Rancho

Speaking before an audience of
hard·core Democratl at Rio
Rancho estates, Mondragon struck
out at Lujan for "ignoring the old
people and the working people."
Mondragon makes no specific
proposals or promises; his is the
.Politics of personality •
Mondragon 'a voice and his eye
movements are what these people
are examining. It is amazing how
many people believe a politician is
lying if he does not look them in
the eye. Mondragon has no
problema with the crowd-they
are. the Democratic club, for them
politics is a hobby, like playing
scrabble. Transplanted from New
York and Jersey, these poeple
would vote for Nixon if he called·
himself a Democrat.
Still they have come to see
their man. They will vote for him.
but they want reassurance and he
gives it to them. Mondragon heaps
the praise on the~~~e party faithful
for he will need all the work they
can give in the final days,

Champagne and Beer

After Rio Rancho the campaign
move~ to the northeast heights
where a crowd of 250 is meeting
DeJnocratic l!andidatea .for every
position on the ballot; Mondragon
walks in ana proc@eds to shake
every hand in the place. He drinks
a few cups of cheap champagne:
but never stops· shaking the hands.
Practically everyone· :remembers
him from aomewltere·ctr·are·trying
hard to rememtier him from ·
somewhere. He bluffs his way
(continued on page 2)_
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At Library
.
l
Policy Committee
New Circulation System Planned i
·Ag8.inst Proposal
PY. DEPORAH JOHNSON
The Faculty Pi:llicy Committee (FPC) raised objections
Wednesday to ..the Regent~!' suggestions for forming a search
committee for a new. UNM President.
They elected a subcommittee to draft an alternate proposal.
According. to the Regents' suggestions the search committee
would consi1t of two regents, three administrators, four faculty
members, two: student~! and two: alumni,
Put some .Fl'C members felt there should be more faculty
representation on the committee and that the faculty-and nbt
the administration-should select. the faculty representatives for
the committee,
Other member11 felt the committee should be allowed to rank
its selections, .which would be sent to the Regent~! for the final
decision.
The Regents's suggestions specify the inclusion of women and
members of ethnic minorities on the committee which would
conduct a n!ltion·wide search for candidates for president. They
also should ''develop and publicize criteria against which the
candidates.. will· be measured," aceording to the Regents's.
proposed procedure,
·
·
The committee would present a l.ist of eight prospects to the
Regents no later than February 1, · 197 5. From this list, the
Regents would chouse four candidates to be intenriewed, After
these inte\'Views, ·the Regents would consult with the search
committ11e before making a final choice,

•

By SCOTT SANDLIN
Library users with writer's
cramp from filling out cards to
check out books may have relief
within a year if the library
receives funds to implement a new
circulation system.
Alice Clark, assistant dean for
reader services, said she is
investigating several new
compu ter·b.ased ~ystems which
would increase libr~ry efficiency.
One system under
consideration would involve the
use of a light•pen sensitized to bar
codes on a student's l.D. card and
on the spines of books. Several
books could be check out in a few
few seconds this way, and all
information would be stored in a
compute.r.
She said that a prop'osal for
funding of the system, which
would cost about $7 3,000, will be
submitted to the university

Mondragon Clo.ses In .

'

part of town. He Js ril;lht when he
along with the ones he doesn •t says the people who hve there do
know but his wife is there to help not get out to rallies or actively
add that personal comment that in~ol~e themselves ~ith politic~.
means so much in politics. Brmgmg the campaign to the1r
Someone hands' him a beer he homes via television is about the
takes it but wrape a card aro'und only way to reach them,
the can in a half·hearted attempt
When Mondragon talks about
to .conceal th~: fact that he like the height~! and the importance it
the half stoned crowd enjoys to has to his effort, there i~ a hint of
drink. Put a man running for . desp?ration in his voice: Lujan has
CongreiiS can take no chances with cons1stently done well m the area.
his image.
.
The congrell&man is in trouble in
T!te evening wears on but picks Taos,. Guadalupe and Mora
up as gubernatorial candidate. count1es, but these places are
Jerry Apodaca walks briskly into easily offset by the large voting
·the room and begins the hand bloc in Albuquerque. The
lhakine routine. The candidates Mondragon politicos' figure Lujan
converge on the platform. is vulnerable because Mondragon
Mondragon starts rapping but not has a base of support unlike the
many are paying attention. He previous challengers.
says, "It's important that we ask
Kennedy Here Wednesday
people for their votes, especially.
Senator Ted Kennedy will
in this part of town."
make a campaign appearance here
Needs Heights Vote
Wedn~sday for the ~on~ragon
Mondragon is strong in the camprugn. Kennedy wdl p1ck up
valley of Albuquerque; the vote additional support fpr
then) will probably be in his favo.r, Mondragon, but that appearance
but it is hard to determine his will need accompaniment.
position hj the heights. He
The poll that showed
believes his television spots will Mondragon eight points behind
have the most influence ln that was taken be fore the
(Continued (ro'm page I)

Moving?

•

Lu jan·Mondragon television
de bate. and the media. blitz that
Mondragon has launched. Lujan is
at a slight .disadvantage becaus~ of
the short time he has to camprugn.
The· assessment that Lujan would
be safer this year than other
incumbent Republicans because
of his personal rapport with the
voters still has validity, but its
i~pact !s lessened as it becomes
ev1dent JUst how much the events
~f the last two years have
1n flu~nced t~e voters. T.he
undec1ded vote 1s extremely h1gh
with the election only days away.
Many of these will probably fail
to vote. A light turnout in the
bights might help Mondragon
make it over the top. He Is
counting on the.polls this week to
show him even or ahead of Lujan.
If this do:es not materialize he will
probably relax a little and hope a
.lot more.

-

"·ZALESOurPeopleMakeUs
JIWILIIll

~

NumberOnc

Ryder
Midnight Special

administration in a few months,
"When planning a system, we
have to look to the. future," she
said. '~We need a system that can
be built upon and adjusted to
needs 10 or 20 years from now."
Eventually, all library holdings
could be stored in the computer.
The computer would become a
virtual card-catalog which could
print out bibliographies on a given
subject.
·
This type of system could also
compute fines, print overdue
notices and inventory shelved
books 'thus reducing clerical
personnel hours, she said.
Clark said that within a few
years computer terminals
'

Union.

•

•

(Continued from page I)

elected and we want to keep the
group as democratic and
unbureaucratic as possible," want
to concentrate the group's efforts
on the individual departments.
"We need a sizeable number of
workers who are willing to take
action as a pressure group to
effect some changes," Hersch said.
"We'll try to negotiate with the
administrators in each building
arid then contact the university if
that proves unsuccessful," he said.
R. Glenn Armstrong, manager
of. La Posada dining hall, said he
feels that the organization
without national union support
will be "ineffective."
"There's probably a better way
to handle it ••• they work less
than 15 hours a week.,.,"
Armstrong said of the 125
workers emJ:!!oyed by La Posada.

$8oAMonth

The students are ·mos.t
concerned about their low wages;
''We're trying to live on this $80 a
month," one worker said.
Workers are also concerned
with understaffing on individual
jobs and the infrequent monthly
pay periods.

p'robably will be availabl!l to·;:=:
students to make their own ~
bibliographic searches, The card g'
catalog may become .. obsolete in·
20 years.
!:
The library is also working to '<:
automate the reserve section using S"
existing computer systems. The g'
plan will probably go into effect ~
in the sp.ring semellter, she said.
....
A student seek!ng a reserve
book for a class will be able to .,
locate the book with a minimum ~
o~ infor.m.ation, Computer -;...
prmt·outs hstmg books by author, ~
title, professor's name, course ~
number, or the book call number
would be available .
"This isn't possible with cards,"
she said, "but with the computer
we can print out ·all those things."
Repetitions in typing and filing
will be done by the computer,
which can also print out lists of
new titles to go on reserve, This
gives the student greater access to
information, she said.
Clark, who has published
several articles on library
automation, said, "I think this is a
new idea-to my knowledge, no
other librarl; has it." '
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.College Of Fine ·Arts Enrollment Decreases

~

.
By HYDE POST ,
0 College of Fine Arts e.nroll. ment this fall
.c shows a decrease of seven per ~ent
j compared to last fall, but the dip is not the
;;.. result of diminished student demand, Fine
:; Arts. dean Clinton Adams said.
~
Adams said that financial and space
S limitations have made it necessary to limit
'II enrollment in several areas including
~ Architecture, Dance and Art Studio,
IJ . The problem was partially solved by a
w stricter enforcement of pre-requisite
:z:. polices and by closing classes when they
"' reached pre-determined capacity levels.
I. In the case of Architecture, the dean
said, it was also necessary to institute a
screening process for new students in orde;r
to try to bring the faculty-student ratio
·down from last year's 34·1 to something
nore' realistic,
Enrollment figures indicate these
methods had some success. But Adams
indicated he still support~! a report he
compiled last November in which he said
that "the allocation of the University's
•
resources failed to respond adequately to
shifts in enrollment patterns or to the
special , • , needs of programs in the artll
·and architecture."
Prouams within Fine Arts . are being
supported a.t levels considerably lower than
the university average. The average cost per
student credit hour for the entire
university in 1972-73 was about $40:
Without including either administrative

.r:

Architecture.•~ a part of that average, of Stud.io Art-a has consistently had a
showed a cost per student credit hour of pre-enrollment of more than 300 per cent
only $17.63. Other professional schools
of its capacity .
But, the department will not be able to
such as Law had a $61 .figure to deal with.
Pharmacy worked with $35 and nursing
meet student demand until there is both
with $68 per student credit hour.
more money and the construction: of a new
For 19 7 3·7 4 the Fine Arts average
art facility,
dropped to approximately $22. By
The dean noted that although
comparison, Journalism, which also
preliminary drawings for the facility were
dropped last year, had a cost per student
approved by the regents last year and the
building was then awarded first priority
credit hour of almost $35,
Current figures, although not complete,
status, the immediate horizon did not bode
seem to indicate that things have improved
any ground·breaking.
for Fine Arts. But the discrepancy still
Two building projects, the Humanities
center and the addition to the Library have
seems to exist.
"When you 'realize the amount of
already superceded the art building's first
prjority status.
individual instruction such areas as Mnsic,
Adams agreed that there were good
Art Studio and Architecture require, a
faculty-student ratio of 22·1 does not seem
reasons for the other buildings to go up
adequate," Adams said,
first, but he said he would gladly relinquish
To dispatch the discrepancy Adams said
the honor of being first priority if it meant
he would very much like to see some form
the building would take shape sooner.
of differential funding system get through
Dance presents a problem similar to that
the legislature. It would increase the
of Art Studio. Enrollment indicates a
chances of his being able to hire the faculty
decrease of 145 students, but Adams said
needed to bring the ratio down to the 18·1
the drop was the result of tightening-up the
screening process which is conducted.
he said was workable.
"In a steady state university you have to
through auditions and by adherence to a
be able to transfer funding from one area
cut·off number which is pre·determined·bY
to another as student interests shift," . the amount of available space fol,' dancing,
Adams
said.
When the art building dissolves from the
FAC Dean Clinton Adams
"If that transfer did not take place, the
drawing board into a denser reality !ind if
Latin and Greek departments would be the
differential funding gets a chance, Adams
said he hopes he will be better able to meet
largest in the university."
costs or museum upkeep, the Fine Arts .
As evidence of the college's enrollment
student demand in dance and in other
average came to a little more than $23.
problem, Adams said that the department
affected areas.

Graduate Students Student Elections Set For Nov. 13
To Vote On Fee
By DEBRA SANCHEZ
Within the nex.t month graduate students will vote on a
proposed GSA constitutional amendment that would increase the
non-refundable $9 graduate student fee to $11.
The additional two dollars would be forwarded to the New
Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG). Although the
pro posed $11 fee would be non-refundable through the
UniversitY, the two dollari; paid the NMPIRG would be
refundable directly from that organization upon request by
individual students.
NMPIRG chairman Ed Coles told GSA council members
Thursday night, "Since the Regents have already turned us down,
the only feasible way we have of establishing NMPIRG is to get
money from the student government~!."
ASUNM steering committee is presently working on a proposal
similar to ,the one approved by GSA council that would bring the
question of increased mandatory fees to support NMPIRG to a
student referendum vote.
If the propo:sed GSA consitutional amendment receives
majority approval in the upcoming election, "we will be
confronting the Regents," GSA vice-president Tom Foy said.
Another GSA member said the propo:sed amendment to increase
the GSA fee will "get around" the Regents' opposition to a
refundable fee because NMPIRG, not GSA or UNM, will be
responsible for returning its portion of the fee to students who
request it.
Cole told the GSA council that NMPIRG is "creating an
offshoot of student government." He said NMPIRG, as an
offshoot of GSA as well as ASUNM, intends tc,J include one or
two appointed members from both student associations in its
own board of directors,
Although no specific time limit was determined for students
who may wish to claim their two·dollar refund, the GSA council
decided that "NMPIRG shall formulate a refund policy and
implement it ~ith the concurrence of the GSA council" if the
majority of voting graduate students approves the amendment.
<:ole said the time and location for such refunds would be
"well publicized," and "we don't intend to hassle anyone about
getting their money back.'~

· Another appointment, Becky candidates won a seat on the
By ORLANDO R. MEDINA
Reeb
has been named but has not senate. This was the result of Gil
The ASUNM Fall General
Election has been tentatively set yet gone• through the Gonzales winning the presidency,
. Appointment Committee and the leavin11 his senate term vacant.
for Wednesday Nov. '13.
Also one candidate was elected and
A member of the Elections senate body,
The committee is left in tl1e turned it down. This left two
Commission, Gene Brito, said that
filing petitions for the ten seats shadow of last semester's election vacant seats and the two remaining
open in the senate, ·will be when the election was postponed candidates on the ballot accepted
available Oct. 23 on ASUNM day. by a day and the ballots the positions.
The LOBO will be writing
The petitions require the impounded when a conflict arose
signatures and ID numbers of concerning funds for tl•e Uhuru profiles on candidates,
referenduins on the ballot and any
seventy-five students and are due Sasa Dance Troupe.
More confusion also resulted candidates slates jn the ensuing
one week later on Oct. 30.
Nov. 4 is the date of the last semester when all senatorial weeks.
candidates meeting when
campaign regulations will be
JOIN US! AT THE
explained and distributed and
•
Nov. 6 is the date when campaign
INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
po:sters and literature can start
Religion Classes Daily
b,!ling distributed.
The commission is presently
Ballroom Dance Instruction 7:30 Wednesday·
working with a handicap as only
Jewelry & Pottery Classes 7:00 Thursday
one person, Prito, has been
confirmed by the senate and the
Chorus Rehearsal3:00 pm Sunday
only other official member is the
senate representative, Lynn
Latter-day Saint Institute of Religion
Webber.
,
1601 Grand NE
Phil Shamas was appointed to
the committee but received a "no
Phone 243-3 63 7 Come by or call
recommendation" from the
Presidential Appointments
Committee. The senate body sent
Shamas back to the Appointments
Committee for further
consideration.
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Zales Revolving Charge o Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
American Express o Layaway

Illustrations enlarged
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manual portable. Touch. action
and speed of an office
Jypewriter.

~A-::dte-r...,.T,-'pp-a---T-he-p-er-fe-ot---.J
personal portable. Light and
lively action with many features.

Fascinating MoYie of Nature's Wee Beasties

· "Small World"

Quality Used Books
of M~>ny Interests

Come in today
for a demonstration.
Easy terms arranged.

Ou~ anniversar~ puts

$20.00

CArS.AR'S
CORNER

Adler J·5- The #1 rated

Audobon Wildlife Film

Comfortably Priced

·Duke City
Typewriter Co.
1325 San Mateo NE
265 - 834. 7

Discount to Students and Faculty
•
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333 OSUNA NW
(OSUNA AT FOURTHI

Popejoy Hall

WED. Oct. 23, 7:30PM
Student Admission $1,
Any 5 Student Admissions $3
. .

Daily Lobo

Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

·!s ~Freedom ·Of The Press' Oppressive?
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as that i.t is ''individuality sex -is' somewhat closer to the but this is probably more because support at all to the argument
religious bone than mobility. But homosexuality was not a major that homosexyality is inherently
I am appalled at· an 'opinion' destroying," and then offers two
u n n at u r a I . Even if his ~
that appeared in last Thursllay's possible explanations; either that to argue this would again require issue then.
My real objection to the 'observations' were generally true
Lobo concerning the funding of is so due to ostracism or because appeal to some extraneous
assumptiorn;
such
as
our
biological
'opinion'
is that the maili support they could ·just as easily be ...~
Juniper. The author, Robert A. homosexuality is inher~'ntly
Reeves, set hiniseif the task of unnatural in so far as it is played design, who says procreation is given to the thesis· that explained away. by the possibility !"'
arguing that such an action (i.e. out on sexual relations. He more sensitive than walking? The homosexuality is unnatural is the of those representatives feeling <Q
-I
the funding of Juniper) would be proposes the la.tter by the race will die if we forfeit either. . following set of .extremely ostracized.
>to
Mr. Reeves' last resort is to offensive insults (he is referring to
Mr. Reeves has used insulting
counterreligious and offensive to well·worn appeal to our biological
the majority of the student design. My reply to this is that argue that the practice of ·the Juniper people in the SUB I anguage, directed at an easily
homosexual relations is a rebellion lobby): "They invariably exhibit identifiable group of people, as
population, En route, he manages humanity has developed to such
either an androgynous dullness of part of his argument (to which it
to launch a tirade of insults at the an advanced state· that it hardly
feature mingled With a silly is. clearly irrelevant). This seems t~
particular representatives that seems relevant to look to its
lewdness of express1on, or else a me to raise the question of
campaigned for the funding, The biological roots to determine wh'at
issue at hand is perhaps no longer is natural. Is driving a car natural? - - - - - - - - - - - - - defensive hatefulness and whether the 'opinion' should have
relevant but Mr. Reeves' article We were endowed with legs to from God. On this point I chip-on-the-shoulder been published at all, i.e. how free
presents some serious points that move by means of walking, is the challenge him to produce a brusqueness." I obviously cannot should the press be? (I am
need to be answered. I hope to use of such a contrived form of reference to support that challenge the perception of Mr. assuming in this article that the
show that his grounds for being transportation as the automobile assertion .. I suspect that there are Reeves' X-ray eyes but anyhow I press is free enough to publish .
· · anti-Juniper are irrelevant and natural and therefore justified? I
weak i m pi ications in religious think it is fairly clear that these denunciations of its own
probably illusory, the article suppose it might be retorted that texts that heterosexuality is right, offensive remarks offer no freedom). The concept of
freedom is a complex one, there
reduces to no more than an
are
different forms of freedom
insulting emotional outburst that
thai: cannot necessarily co-exist to
should not be tolerated,
their fullest e:Xtert, t.he extension
He supports his. thesis that
of one may have the effect of
'th,:!re are "serious overtones in
restricting another. It is naive to.
funding of Juniper" by a
elevate 'freedom of the press' to a
conceivable poll of students. Since
status above all others where it
a conceivable poll is no poll at all,
may effect limitations on some of
we need not take this seriously.
t h o s e o t h e r s. An t.i- gay
But, suppose a poll did exist that
propaganda, of which the article
made Reeves' point .it would still
under consideration is a rather
establish nothing. A poll in
nauseating form, contributes to Germany in 1939 might have
stunting the freedom to be
shown that a majority objected to
homosexual: How far we all&w a
the presense of Jews, but surely
particular type of freedom to
no moral point would have been
extend is always open' to debate.
made by it. Similarly the majority ·
But I suggest one guideline to be
student opinion says nothing
learnt from this situation: that no
about whether homosexuals
article be published if it presents
should be allowed a table in
offense on the basis of sex, race, ·
public places, However, to give
creed or sexual tendencies.
due credit, he does attempt to
I should point out that I am
provide a rationale for this
neither a member Of Juniper nor a
supposed majority view.
homosexual, I merely object to
He points to various adverse
crude offenses, tliat present a .
features of gay society, which
danger to potentially oppressed
may or may not be true of it, such
individuals, appearing in the press.
By CHRISTOPHER JONES

Opinion

Letters~~~~~

Generalizing
Really Won't
Help. Matters

•

Editor:
Robert Reeves (letter, Oct. 17)
is hardly qualified, on the basis of
"dabbling," "leanings," or staring
at the Juniper table, to generalize
about' the quality of homosexual
•
I o v e • H e m i g h t m o r e·
constructively generalize that
sexual expression, homosexual or
. heterosexual, between to human
beings· will tran.scend th.e
mechanical, and foster individual
growth· and creativity, when it
occurs in an atmosph!lre of
warmth, respect, and love of each
being for the other. Such an
atmosphere does not arise from
dabbling, but rather from the
continuous awareness of the
Wholeness and sensitivity of
panother human being.
Ken Jones
.,

The Military Is A Fact Of Life
Editor:
I feel that a comment regarding Jon
Bowman's editorial (ROTC at UNM) is
needed. First, you stated that the ROTC
programs violate the tenets of the University.
This, of course, is a "conclusory statement
which you failed to support with. any
evidence, Rather it appears that' you
attempted to justify the remark with a
simplistic syllogism that also was not
developed, These, however, are technicaliti.es
that I do not deem worth much
attention-neither did Mr. Bowman apparently •.
Second, he asks "Since when does a
ur;~iversity funcfion as a training center for a
non-academic firm , •.?"
To this I ask, when··does a university not
function as a training center for
"non-academic firms?" Is Mr. Bowman
suggesting that the business of a, university is
to train students to be academicians or-that
the outside world is made up of academic

professions? I, myself, am a law student, and I
assure you that I am being trained for a rather
non-academic world. Further, I suggest that
the various colleges and graduate schools are
inc!eed training centers for Bowman's so called
non-academic firms.
The military is a fact of life that most
·persons grasp with even a cursory study of
history. In actuality, the histo~y of mankind
has produced very few days when there has
been a conflict between nations
somewhere in the world, The concept of
ensuring peace through a poWerful .armed
force has. never been popular on campuses,
,but that does not alter reality.
Striving to produce educated officers does
not violate any university· tenets; rather it is
quite a laudable goal. Or, in the alt~rnative,
would you suggest that the military be
uneducated with all of the implications which
would attach?
Bill Tryon

You Got Off
Pretty Easy
This Time
Editor:
First let me address Mr, Matthews.
You goi: off "easy." By the time we
got around to purchasing tickets for
the Homecoming Game it was $6.00
for my five year old. Needless to say
we did not go, Sorry you got taken,
but I guess we aren't supposed to have
children while in school or are
supposed to be "established" alumni
before coming to LObo game/;. For
your information that rule about little
ones and tickets regardless of age
applies to basketball games also.
Now for you Mr. McDonald:
I have been a student or a staff
member at UNM since -1!:165, I
attended my first basketball game when
games were played in Johnson Gym
and I have followed the Lobo's ever
since that first game, I decided this
year to go all the way and buy box
seats. On September 30 I called the
UNM Athletic Ticket Office to find
out when l!asketball tickets went on
sale, So, that day on my noon hour I
went to the ticket office to purchase
my box seat tickets. The person that
waited on me in formed me that I was
• (Continued on page 5)
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- WASHINGTON-The Soviet Union has agreed with the United
States to allow at least 60,000 Jews and other unhappy residents
to ~ave Russia annually, Sen. l:lenry M, Jackson D-Wash said
Sunday after a meeting with President Ford.
'
.,
Jackson said the "historic" agreement, under· which Russia
would begin increasing visas for an estimated 130,000 persons
who have asked to .leave the Communist nation, will result in.
quick passage of a trade bill granting the U.S.S.R. "most favored
nation" status,
.
The agreement provides that Russia consider visa requests on a
first ~~me, J'irst serv«:d basi~-especially from peiSons released
from Jail-and end a h1gh em1gration tax, which stripped many of
those allowed to leave of their belongings.
·
Jackson predicted at ·a White House press conference that the
Omnibus Trade Bill, which he almost personally has tied up. in
Congress, will get quick approval when lawmakers return from a
campaign recess and will become law before Christmas.

Bomb·er Threatens City.
PO~TLAND,

ORE.-A grim federal official Sunday said an
extort10n bpmber who dynamited 11 high voltage transmission
line towers is capable of carrying out a threat to black out the
.metropolitan area.
But, he said, a $1 million dollar ransom demanded still won't
be_paid.
·
Don Hodel,, administrator for the giant Bonneville Power
Administration, said that if the bomber should blast out
Porthind's power centers, the total loss "would not last more than
several days and would probably be restored within minutes or
hours.',
A letter addressed to Hodel but mailed to the Portland FBI
office, demanded . money in exchange for cessation of the
bombing.
"Our intent is to either collect $1 million or to make you
people wish to hell we had," said the typewritten letter. It
contained virtually no typing, spelling or grammatical errors and
was signed by "J. Hawker," a term stemming from looting
.
guerrillas of the Civil War, said Hodel.

· Brain-Damaging Sugar
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Kangaroo.
Still At Large
.
.
.

CHICAGO (UPI)-The elusive northwest side
kangaroo seems to have learned survival in the
city. It feeds from garbage cims and apparently
knows where to hide.
The· last bonafide sighting of the kangaroo
which has hopped around a northwest· side
neighborhood ~ince at least Fri.day was Saturday
night, police said. It was raiding a garbage can in
an alley, about 10 blocks west of where a paper
boy saw it in the morning,
"We've had a couple of calls today but they
were both phonies, apparently kids," police said
Sunday.
Police have not as yet developed any special
"kangaroo control plan," but the veterinarian at
Lincoln Park Zoo said the zoo, if asked by police
to help capture the kangaroo, would use a
three-man team.
"One guy grabs him by the tail, then one grabs
the hind feet and another. gr~bs the forefeet," Dr.

Eric Maschgan said. "I'm not suggesting it's a
simple thing. The man who grabs his tail has to
wrestle him, The kangaroo will put up a struggle,"
A couple of policemen learned that lesson well
early Friday when they followed the kangaroo on
patrol for a couple of blocks and then tried to
corner it and got some bruises for their efforts.
"We got him in a corner l!ild punched him in the
• head a couple of time~," patrolman Michael Bryne·
said. "But his punch was brut~))/'
Several persons had called the station reporting
seeing a kangaroo late last week but Byrne and his
partner, Leonard Ciangi, convinced their. superiors
the beast is no mirage.
.
A newspaper delivery boy saw the kangaroo on
his rounds .Saturday morning and his neighbor saw
it while walking his dog. It was seen a couple of
times Salilrday night.
.
Most witnesses have described the kangaroo as
five or six feet tall, grey in color wi~h a pouch.

Basic meditation classe~ are being
held on Wednesday eveninu,
7:30-9:00 p,m. in room 217, Mitch\ill
Hall, Open to everyone,
Tbe New Mexico Rape Crisis Center
can receive donatio11s through tlte
Univcuity Fund if specifically
The ASUNM·GSA Poetry Series designated by the donor in the space at
announces that poet Larry GoodeU will the bottom of the • University Fund
appear Oct. 23 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva. form called "other." Make cbecko
Goodell will present the world payable to the Center. Than!!: you. For
premieres of "The Book of Ometeol,u further info, cllll 277-3393,
"The Garden of OurselveS., and "The
Students who wish to meet
Blue Spacem411. ,, Admission is free.
congressionlll candidate Manuel Luian
The Mathematics Placement Test can find him on the grass mall outside
will be eiven Wednesday, Nov. 6, 3·5 Mesa Vista Hall ()c~. 25 at 1:30 p.m •.
p,m, in the Anthropology Lecture Hllll.
'!"his test is required of all students
The Symphony of Life presents
relistering for mathematics for the first lectures on meditation and
time at this university,
self-realization each Sunday night at
7:30 p,m, at the UNM. Honors Center.
The first of a series of free public
. fontms on subjects relating to prisons
Tbe College of Arts and Sciences
will be held at the Albuquerque Civic
will be living the Communicative Skills
Auditorium, 600 Elm, N.E,, on Oct, 25 Test wbiclt is required of all students
at 7 p.m. Participants will discus• planning to enter tbe College of Arts
rehabilitation, career opportunities foX' and Sciences on Oct, 28, Nov, 18, and ·
ex-offenders, criminal justice and the Dec, 9 in the Kiva at 6:30 p.m. No
inmate family during the series.
registration is required, just show up
with pen and pencil,
Professor Georges Caslllis, of the
Th~ UNM Homopbaglan Society
Faculte' de Tbeologie ProtestMte,
Paris, will present a lecture on the ambrosially invites 1111 members and
Corpernican Revolution in Current other ripe individuals to a pot luol!:
Theologies on Tues., Oct, 22, at 7:30 supper. For reservations, call Blaney
Cameo at 256-0584.
p.m. in the Kiva.

Applications are being accepted for
volunteer Juvenile Probation Officers.
Applicants should l:te at least 21 years
old and able to spend one hour per
week with the child a..igned.
Interested persons should contact John
Patterson, Coordinator of Volunteers,
842-3017 lor additionlll infonnation,

•

You Got Off

(continued, from page 4)
number 330 on the list and that last
year only 110 ticket requests were
filled, (For those of you out there that
do not know how this works for box
seats, only renewed box seats from last
year are sold.) I inquired as to the
applic!iabi lity of this to staff members
and was informed that staff members .
have no special treatment. Now that I
can afford box seats I find that it
would be better for me if I worked at
Singer·Friden because Singer·Friden
l!uys tickets and passes them out
among their employees. We staff
members consider the Lobos our
Lol!os too, I would like to know the
juuification behind selling tickets
every Y!lar to Singer·Friden when staff
members cannot purchase them.
Anna Poole

...

WASHINGTON-Sen, William Proxmire accused the Food and
Drug Administration Sunday of approving for sale "a potentially
!,>rain damaging" sugar substitute.
·
FDA Commissioner Dr. Alexander M. Schmidt, replying to the
Wisconsin Democrat's charge, accused Proxmire of "needless
scare tactics" but did not comment directly claims that thll sugar
substitute was potentially dangerous.
Proxmire said Schmidt was guilty of "misfeasance in office"
for approving the manufacture and sale of Aspartame, an artificial
sweetener 180 times sweeter than sugar.
"In view of the present skyrocketing price of sugar, the
economic pressures on the FDA to approve it and the potential
pro fits from its use are tremendous," Proxmire said in a
statement.
Proxmire said "a. number of highly competent scientists"
believe that when Aspartame. is combined with monosodium
glutamate-widely used to enhance the flavor of processed
foods-it becomes highly toxic and cart cause brain damage to
children.

ANNOUNCEMENT
UNM Bookstore will close
at the end of business" 5:00
p.m. October 21, in the- present location in the SUB. The
store will re-open in the new
. building at the beginning of
business 8:00 a.m. October
30. New Location is on. Yale,
directly South of Ortega Hall.
We .are sorry for the incon•
ventence
caused during the
time it is necessary .fo be
closed for business.

Cigarette Regulation Hinted
WASHINGTON-President Ford expressed interest Friday in
the possibility of regulating by law the tar and nicotine content
of cigarettes.
•
He asked the National Cancer Advisory Board to provide for
him by Dec, 1 "scientific advice on this important matter of
public concern."
Ford disclosed that the bbard has proposed that the
government regulate tar and nicotine levels, presumably by,
banning from .the market cigarettes which are deemed to produce
an excessive amount.
Recent reports show that cigarette per eapita consumption has
risen about to the point where it was when the link between
cigarette smoking and lung cancer was first asserted by the
surgeon general 10 years ago.

Democrats Award Guard
WASHlNGTON-The Democratic National Commitfee
Friday presented a special award to Frank Wills, the security
ll!lard who discovered the break-in ·at committee headquarters
in June, 1972 and set in motion the events of the Watergate
scandal,
Pre$enting a plaque to Wills, committee Chairman Robert
Strauss said Wills had played "a unique role in the affairs of
the nation" and when his time to do that came, "Frank W~lls.
passed the test."
Wills thanked the committee ·for the award and for its
efforts .in attempting to fhid him employment.
Wills has been out of work several times since his discovecy
of the Watergate burglary.
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.Centipede. ·and Jennings: Ec;:lectic

~Comeback Wolfpack Ropes Pokes

f

solo on side 4 which is a reminder '11te Line" and "Mental Revenge."
what a loss to Soft Machine he Over the years, much of ""
was. This portion almost recreates . W a y l o n ' s m a t e r i a I was [·
the sound of the old Soft Machine overproduced-this lead to a split g'
with the marvelous Robert Wyatt in his music, with raw guitar on
. ... ... ...
drumming and contributions from one hand and sweet violins on the ~·
four other ex-or-current S.M. cats. other,
'<
. By THOMAS LINDSEY
Other moments· and soloists of
Several
albums
back,
a
new
As the best of jazz does, interest inplude a· quartet· of Waylon emerged, one that played ~
"Septober Energy" demands of its trombone inprovisations (side 2) to younger audiences and one Q
listeners. (to be fully appreciated) and Mark Charig, a cornetist who who
was much rougher, He.
attention. '11te composition by plays interesting solos throughout. insisted that he would use his fine 0
Julie (Driscoll) Tippett and her Some of ' 'E n.e r g y ' ' is band, the Waylors, on· his~essions. g.
pianist husband, Keith, takes up monotonous, repetitious, simple
use of his own band created a ~
four sides and commands at and affected even, but basically it '11te
m
ore
s p o n t an e o us ,and too:~
various times the· services of over is a strong and worthy .effort.
recognizeable
sound than some !'"'
three dozen m~sicians (full
past
albums
had
prompted,
:C
orchestral sections ·plus a handful
Recent albums, like Ladies "'I
of featured soloists most of whom
·Love Outlaws and Lonesome, ""
"The Ramblin'Man"
are drawn from current or prior
On 'ry and Mean, while on the
Waylon
Jennings
edi.tions of Soft Machine.)
road
to Ramblin' Man seemed
(RCA/APLl-0734)
caught between an unhealthy
mixture of the old and the new,
By JOHN FELDMAN
Waylon has finally done it. which left an uncomplete feeling
Waylon Jennings, king of the in the recordings.
The Ramblin' Man is the best
"Telecaster Cowboys," has just
recorded his first complete album, album to come from Waylon
entitled "Ramblin' Man." It is not Jennings. The title song 1s
that Mr. Jennings hasn't created absolutely contagious, and
numerous LP's, but this newest Waylon'g version of "Amanda" is
quite impressive. Perhaps the best
one is something else.
For years on RCA Waylon song on the album is an uptempo
Not to be pejorative, it must be searched for a style that could be one called "Rainy Day Woman"
mentioned that this work has an uniquely his, this search Jed to which features a good blending of
enormous range of styles, and some fine individual recordings vocals and some effective steel
eclecticisms abound. It is a tribute like "Only Daddy That'll Walk guitar passages.
to the Tippetts that they have
synthesized their influences into a
very engaging personal vision that
is fresh and original.
·
"Septober Energy''
Centipede
(RCA/CPL2·5042)
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Garcia Paces Netters
Behind the"strong performances"
of freshman Tim Garcia and
senior Mike Huffman the UNM
tennis team made a good showing
at the Southwest Regional Tennis
Tournament in Phoenix, Arizona
Friday and Saturday.

"We're really loo'king good,"
said Pucci. "All the matches we
lost were by very close scores."
In the first rounds Friday,
.Garcia defeated Ted Gaverlo of
ASU 6·1, 6·1 and James Walker of
Tucson 6·0, 6·1. He then lost
Saturday to profe~ional Dave
Canner 6·2, 6·2.
Daily lobo
Pucci said the team is now
ready to prepare for their opening
dual match with New Mexic:o
State Nov. 9 at UNM. "We're
First year coach Tom.Pucci said going to be tough," he said.
after the competition that right "We're within striking distance of
now this team should be ranked everyone."
second in the WAC behind
defending champ Arizona.

Former King Crimson
saxophonist, Ian MacDonald
performs and Robert Fripp, who
was h.is mate in Crimson,
produced and helped engineer the
disc. One highlight is Elton Dean's

a"

Sports

promoters. The motion was automatically vote down any acts
seconded eliciting a comment put on by Dynamite until such
from PEC Chairman Steve tiJile as the committee feels
Schroeder that "policy is set by Dynamite can put on· a
me."
professional show." The motion,
Louis Tempkin, an :ASUNM • as rephrased, passed by a five to
senator present at yesterday's one margin.
meeting, then pointed out that it
In other action, a Ry Cooder
is. the committee that is and Randy Newman concert
responsible for deciding policy slated for November 24th passed
and that as long as the motion fell unanimously as did a November
within PEC bylaws, it should be 15th Johnson Gym gig of Rufus,
voted upon.
Average White Band and the Soul
In response, Schroeder said, Dynamics.
''the bylaws state specifically that
A February· 8th concert
all possible concert engagements proposal for Mac Davis was
will be enacted by committee. defeated unanimously am!Since Dynamite is a company and
another concert featuring Jerry
JlOt a show, this motion can't be Jeff Walker and Tracy Nelson, was
made."
·temporarily postponed. '11te
The motion was then reworded concert, originally scheduled for
to read, "Committee will
October 25th, is now being
considered for early during second
semester,
Proposed plans for concerts by
"I retired from science in 1967
the Beach Boys and Herbie
and picked up a paint brush. I
have a great deal of free time on Hancock were cancelled due to
my hands. Last year I completed European tour by the former and
250 · paintings and this year I'm money problems with the latter.
Schroeder also announc:ed at
turning out a painting a day.". .
the meeting that Wednesday night
"I always paint to music," he
dane es wilt end because of
explains. "Each painting shows a
financial
setbacks and that plans
certain motion and rhythm, I
for a "battle of the bands" in
favor Baroque and 'Chamber
Carlisle Gym had to be tabled for
music. My work is also greatly
the
same reason.
·
influenced by my travels; my style
PEC's
next
m·eeting
is
.is in a constant state of change."
'11te show will remain in Jonson scheduled for 5 p,m, on Sunday in
the Hokona Dormitory Lounge.
Gallery until Nov. 8th .. The
All
interested students are invited
gallery, at 1909 Las Lomas NE,·is
to
attend.
open daily except MondaYE,

August Johan Strindberg's Ghost Sonata opens on Thursday
night at 8:30p.m. in Rodey Theatre. The play, to be directed by
Louis Criss, features Harry Ellerbe in the role of Old Man Hummel.
The second production of this season for the Drama department,
Ghost Sonata will run through November 15th in alternating
sequence with When You Com in Back, Red Ryder? and The Torch
Bearers. Tickets for students are $1.50 and are now available at the
Fine Arts Box Office.
'

Netpersons

Go .3-2

'11te UNM women's tennis team
lost to host Utah 8·1 Saturday to
finish the Utah Intercollegiate
Team Tennis Tournament with
three wins and two losses at Salt
Lake City.
The tournament began
Thursday with the Lobos losing to
BYU 9·0. Friday they didn't lose
a match, beating Nevada Las
Vegas and New Mexico State by
identical 9·0 scores.
Arizona State, was once again
the only team to go undefeated in
the tournament. The Lobos didn't
have to play the Sun Devils but
faced tough competition from
BYU who boasts the nations
number three player in June
Stratton.
·
"All of our losses were by close
scores "said coach Linda Estes. "1
think 'we tan beat them, if not
this year next year."

a

This rug, a copy of a Pablita Valarde painting; was woven by
Alsuma Blackhouse. It is currently on display at the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology as part of an exhibit entitled "Navaho
Weaving From 1890 to 1965." The exhibit will hang through
February 7th and is open free of charge to students.

DO YOU NEED

Work
Wlll'lllera

I.

Bob Berg kicked four field
goals from
30 and
37
yards
out to27
se't 42
a ~cho~l
record.
total is noweighhet
11 which
bHis season
k Joe Hartshorne's
in
re a .s
•
19 69
W1'th one Joss 1'n the WAC to
Arizona the Lobos have nothing
but key games the. rest of the
season with a big contest next
Saturday against Arizona State in
Tempe.

A ,;.,ana s+~ +e. Sun 'm1JS
nut H el 0 n 1M0 . pac· k'.
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The UNM fre~hman football
squad made over 500 yards in
total offense but needed twice as
many points as they got, as the
Arizona State Sun Imps defeated
the Wolfpups 54·27 Saturday, at
UniversityStadium.
'11te Imps outgained the 'Pups
by only 61 yards in total offense
b u t c a p i t a 1 i zed 0 n six
interceptions and two lost
fumbles to run up the score.
· UNM Jed once in the game as
they took. the ball to the ASU
2 7 -yard line on their initial
possession setting up a 42-yard
field goal by kicker Mike Fox. But
even that score wasn't without
complication as Fox had to kick it
three times. The first attempt was
good from 42 yards but it was
nullified by a holding infraction
which made his second attempt
from 57 yards. This try fell way
short but the Imps were charged
with a rouging the kicker penalty
which gave Fox another try from
42 yards. '11tis time the kick was
· good and amazingly enouah there
were no infractions.
The Imps were pestered by
penalties all day, racking up 19 of
them for 142 yards, 100 in the'
first hal f. But that was easily
offset by running backs Jimmy
Malone and Bill Walden both with
over 100 yards rushing. Malone
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got 123 yards in only 9 carries
and Walden picked up 114 yards
in 16 totes.
But Wolfpup Don Barnes led all
rushers with 145 yards in 19
attempts. He also gave UNM good
field position all day with
outstanding kickoff and P!lnt
returns.
Four players, two from each
team; were als<:' ejected from the
game for throwmg punches.
Wolfpup quarterback Richard
Forrest threw 28 times for 11
completions and 202 yards. Two
of his tosses went for long

.

touchdowns, one 21 yards to Joe
Maloof and another 35 yards to
Frank Hines. Maloof also ran once
for a touchdown,
The win was Arizona State's
first of the year but they were
playing with many of the
freshmen who normally play .on
the varsity squad, The Sun Devils
had a by this weekend.
•
The Wolfpups drop to 1·3 on
the year with their only win
coming against New Mexico
State's frosh. They have also lost
to Westem New Mexico's varsity
and the Air Force Freshmen.

Lobos Win Once ·At
Water Polo Invite
The Universillt of Califomia at Santa Barbara defeated the UNM
water polo team 12·6 in the first round of the Air Force Invitational
Water Polo Tournament and went on to capture first place Saturday,
at Colorado Springs.
After the loss to UCSB tile Lobos put together a good game to
shutout Colorado State 10·0, then fell apart and lost to Wyoming
15-5.
"We were at least as strong as Wyoming," said coach Rick Klatt.
"We played poorly against them. We played like we were capable of
against Colorado State and both Brian Patno and our goalie Gib Eggen
did a good job."
'11te defending district 7 champion Lobos are trying to rebuild after
losing the meet of last year's team. They host the district tourney this
year, Nov. 16·17.
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BRAWNY BEEF COMB.INATION
WITH EACH BRAWNY BEEF COMBINATION
PURCHASED

Earn $1 5 a week
Donate twice weekly

8 am to 5 pm
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number one passer in the nation
Stcv.c Myer had a mediocre
,
. day
1
with. 13 comp et10ns m 30
.
attempts and two interceptions.
df
'11te 13 completions were goo or
231 yards,
Haines ran once 4 2 yar ds f or a
touchdown at the begl'nnl'ng of
the second half which sparked
them on to a 26 points while the
UNM defense held the Pokes
scoreless.
.

Haines who found out he was
.
.
t a1'lb ac k on
· gomg
to b e PI aymg
Thursday ran for 150 yards in 20
carr1'es which was more yardage
than any other UNM running back
.
had gained in th e f'1ve pre.v1ous
games combined.
As a team the Lobos picked up
243 yards on the ground which
easily doubled their average, '11te
'
·
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Gale
Featured at Jonson
David Gale a retired

microbiologist tu~ed · painter, is
· feature artist in an exhibit now
hanging at Jonson Gallery,
Gale describes himself as a
"sophisticated primitive";
primitive because he has never
received any formal art training
and sophisticated because of the
nature of his work.
A native of New York City,
Gale received his Ph.D. degree in
microbiology from the University
·of Callfomia at Berkeley, He has
since worked in the UNM Medical
Se h o o I
department of
microbiology.

race for the conference title and
an invitation to the F iesta .Bowl.
'11te Lobos t ~ 2·3-1 overall while
the Cowboys •eJJ to 1 5 with an
0·3 conference ''slate. ·
The game was much closer than
the scorEJ indicated as the
Cowboys were marching on the
UNM goal line with time running
out in· the game, UNM leading
25·21. They drove the ball from
their own 20 to the Lobo five
with a key play coming on a third
·down pass interference infraction
which was called by an official

of the end zone with 40 seconds
left on the clock, Wyoming's
freshman quarterback Rick
Costello threw a pass intended for
Archie Gray but was instead
· picked off by Lobo Bob Johnson
and returned from one end zone
totheothertoicethevictory.
The 100 yard interception
return set a new UNM record held
by Gene Brock who returned one
98 yards in 1958..
It looked like another Iowa
State visit in the initial half when
the Lobos, on the road for the
second time this yeat allowed
Wyoming to score three quick
TO's while they could manage
only a 27 yard field goal by Bob
Junior Bob Johnson intercepted a Berg. But it was clear the Lobos
Wyoming pass in the UNM end weren't outmatched and if the
ione and scampered back 100 mistakes could be corrected they
could well come back.
yards (a school record) to ice the
In the first place the Lobos had
32-21 Lobo victory, Saturday.
found a running game for the first

A cursory mention of soine of
the influences in style includes
Charles Mingus, Archie Shepp,
Cecil Taylor, Carla Bley's
"Escalator Over the Hill," Michael
Man tier's "Communications," and
Frank Zappa. However, in spite of
enormous similarities on side 2 to
both "Waka Jawaka" and ''The
Grand Wazoo," it may have been
Zappa who borrowed from the
Tippetts since "Energy" predates
both Zappa discs.

Ry to
Ploy,
Dynomite
Out
.

By JON BOWMAN . •
The ASUNM Pop,ular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
yesterday adopted a resolution to
automatically reject any concert
offers made by the firm Dynamite
Productions.
The firm had previously
contracted with the eommittee to
put on a six band Homecoming
concert and the concert failed to
materialize.
According to PEC member
Rick Smith ''If· we've gotten
burned by them once, it doesn't
make sense to deal with them in
the future. As far .as I -can see,
Dynamite is a fly·by·night
operation,!'
·
Smith moved that the
committee adopt a resolution to
not deal with Dynamite as

2•1 WAC record which leaves time this season Jed by converted

.
th em in the thick of things in the defensive P Iayer Bo b Hames.

nowhere near the play,
Then on another· t)lird down

* .. ..

Poet Larry Goodell (pictured above) reads in the Kiva this
Wednesday at 8 p.m. Taylor Mead, of Andy Warhol fame, has said
of Goodell, "he's an Aztec Goddess that makes me feel like a
Grecian Urn." A life-long resident of New Mexico, Goodell is
editor of Duende Press and also of the local poetry magazine
Fervent Valley. His reading is free, courtesy of the ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series.
•
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BIG BOY

··coca.Cola" and "COke"

:~re reg1~tettl!d hade·nlalk!l; 1NhiCI1

tdet1l1ly t'le- same product ot The Coca•COJtl Company

FAMilY RESTAURANT
ONE COUPON
PER
COMBINATION
(No Substitutes)
Void alter November

3,

1974
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1) PERSONALS
ONE IS A LONEJ.,Y NUMBER. We'll
liaten, talk, and reason. AGORA, . NW
corner Mesa Vista, 277·8013.
10/26
COAST GUARD OFFICER Candidate
School deadline is 1 November 1974. For
more information contact your local
·Coaat Guard :Recrultin~r Office-Fhone
.
10/31
(606) '166~2904. .
ARICA OFFERS experienclal personal
. growth techniques combinlnsr Eastern
tradition & Western psychology. Free
demonstration Thursday Oct. 24, 7 :30
FM, International Center, 1808 Loa
Lomu, UNM campus, 40 day Trade-In
in Santa Fe, Nov. 4 to Dec. 13, Contact
Arica, 305 Vera Dr., Santa Fe, 87501.
988-2781.
10/24
!'REGNANT AND NEED HELP' You
have frlencla who care at Blrtbrlcht.
2t7·9819.
tfn

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: UNM 1D Card, Deborah Jean
Davidson, 27'1·3683;
10/23
FOUND: MAN'S SWEATER, 102 Mitchell Hall. Identify & Claim, rm 132 Marron Hall.
10/22

SERVICES

TYPING. PROFESSIONAL and accurate
on IBM selectric. Symbo)ll available.
346-7077.
11/1
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION,
UNM guitar maJor. Student of Hector
Garcia. 266·2695.
10/24
PASSPORT, mENTIFICATION pbotoe.
Lowat prlc• In town, fut, pJeulne.
Near UNII. Cal 2411-ZC" or come tD
1717 Girard N.E.
tfn

r--------------1
I

House Plant Sale at the
1 True American ~hop .
I
next to Deli- Ct9',
I Dartmouth · & Central.
•I, _
_ _a_blant
___
__
.Gwe
a llliilll
good
home

ROOMMATE NEEDED (prefer female)
to share 2-bedroom apt.. rent $80, 612
Quincy, Apt, E NE, Mary, 266-6288
after ll PM. •
10/26
FEMALE ROOMMATE, $100 per mo. 3br bouse-furnished-house cleaning reduces rent.
Fortune, 266•4877 after
9 FM.
10/21
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder ovemlaht
sleep tomorrow, 766·1111.
tfn
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three 1'001!111.
Very clean, near Unlvenlb and north
wa~t. 242-7814, 247-1008, 242·1871.
Un

----

:u.

5)

FORSALE

1971 HONDA CB 360, custom forks,
handlebars, eraah-bara, eissy-bar . and
seat. Dual lights. Excellent condition,
$550, 346·2409 or 294·2666.
10/24
METAL OFFICE DESK, GOOD SHAPE,
$40 delivered. CaU 898-9011.
10/23
1967 CHEVY STANDARD, 4·door, hard·
top; call 344-2663 atfer 5:00,
10/22
IF YOU'RE THINKJNG of buying a bi·
cycle for Chriatm&r. to fight inflation or
to· use next year, now Ia the time. Our
winter prices are in elrect and we have
a nice selection. The JJike Shop. 823
Yale SE, 842·9100.
tfn
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS I Put a little
atintt in that kill ahot with a new racauet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yale SE,
842-9100.
tfn
OLD JURAGES 1918 throu.h 1970. Sl.OO
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn
EXOTIC BEADS from around the world.
Turquoise • silver jewelry. The Beacl
Shaman. Old Town.
tfn
COMPONENT STEREO·.Aif/FM, stereo
receiver with built-in turntable 8·track
player . and 2 seta of epeakertl, $12&.
293-4306.
1~!
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TYPEWRITER SERVICE specializing In
portables, all makes, Low rates, discount
to students. Pick up and delivery. Call
Smiley or JJob, 296.0710.
10/21
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST; IBM carbonribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147,
'
10/16
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Manuscripts,
· papera, thesis, etc.· Very reasonable
rates, 346-3288.
10/18

Rate~~: lOt per word per claJ with a
$.1..00 per day minimum charire, or Gt
per word per day with a GOt per daJ
minimum chUKe for ada publllhed ftve
or more consecutive d&JI,
Terms : }'ayroent must be made In full
prior to lnaertlon of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 182
or 'b11 mGif
Cluslfted Advertillnr
UNM P.O. Box20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

3)

KNOW 1Hii

SERVICES

3)

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

2)

'

C!<OSS-

POUINATION

tJN71tMAY/

FORSALE .

SJ.,EEPJNG BAG. Pioneer brand, 2 lb
dl)wn, retail .$76, sell $36, Very good
10/25
condition, Leon 265·6288,
LOVELY LONG NEW FALL knits-only
$18. )Jetter name brands at Albuquerque's newest fashion center, "Twiggy's,"
4216 Menaul NE (Next to Albuquerque
10/25
Tire) 266-8591.
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membership
for sale. $1t.OO per month. 86!l-2942,
10/25
TWO STEREO SPEAKERS, 3·way system
12" woofers. New $400 pair, asking
$176. M1ke S. 293·3266,
10/25
PADDLEBALL SFECIAL I Until Oct. 31
receive two free paddleballs with purchase of new racquet :from $13.95 to
$19.96, The Bike Shop SE, 842·9100,

20th Century Fox Presents

SEAN CONNERY
Wr!~~~~~•

Starts Friday

t.fn

STEREO HEAD PHONES IUS, 6 foot
cord, eoft ear pade. United Frellrbt
Sall!ll. 3920 San lllatA!O NE.
tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's SS0-$60. 441 Wyominc NE, 266·5987,
10/23
BACKPACKERS - Come lnapect New
Mexico'• molt complete aelec:tlon of
~lpment
at B A CIt COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2C21 San Pedro NE: 2841·8111.
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD wecldlnc 6 dinner rlnp
by CbarJle Romero, 268-3896.
12/6
. BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other ftne European Bfc:rclea. Over 100
in stock, t75 to 1600. WORLD CHAM·
FJON BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
four blocks from UNJI. 841-9378. tfri
KINGSIZE \VATERBEDS, $29.95, ecat•
plete eysteml, 159.96, heate~!z 127.&0.
Water Trips, 8407 ceritral NJ!', Acr011
from Arbl•. 268-84156.
tfn

6)

7)
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Find out Where Your Money ·coes
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23;1974
II :00 Open forum on mall
with ASUNM President
12:00 Booths on mall
Ask where your money goes
2:00 ASUNM meeting in,
SUB Ballroom
SUB Renovation open forum
in Casa del Sol

EMPLOYMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

RIDER WANTED, share gaa coat to New
York. Leaving 11/1, 277-6238.
10/28
WANTED - LADY POOL PLAYERS
every Thursday nite at Rosa's. · 10/23
SIAMESE and BLACK Kittens. FREE I
Can't keep th~: can't kill them. 8732677.
1~/~2
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Classified Advertising Rates
roc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge
Cash· in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, Unlv•rslty of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexlc~ 871 31

-=- , ....

OlD TOWN

Jewelry

8
j

--300.00

ASUNMDAY

l.~. T i"'lr:i CG'.Ni~AL.I
r/.iri IS R.GALJ..j. l

I

JOHN BOORMAN

Belongs J o You!

NEED . BUSBOYS .t DISHWASHERS
daytime ,and nighttime help. Apply In
person, Mama Mia's. Top restaurant
aalary, 1430 Carlisle NE.
10/21

'

'

medical profession is becoming complacent
in reporting and detecting venereal disease, according to an
editorial in the latest issue of the American Medical News, a
publication of the American Medical Associatio~.
.·
4'The treatment of VD is much better than 1t was m 1917
but the rest of the problem is still with us," the editorial said.

\

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
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Terms

Complacent Toward VD

by Garry Trudeau
.
'

DOONESBURY.

ASA CALLERY EXHIBITION
KUNM OPEN HOUSE
PM Dance with ~~J.!.!I!P~om

99¢ SUB Ballroom

PEC

Want Ads say It
in a BigWayll

Please place the following classified advertisement in the Ne~ Mex.ico Daily Lobo
times beginning
· . , under the headmg (c1rcle one); 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

